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Communiqué issued by
THE DEMOCRACY DEFINED EDUCATIONAL CAMPAIGN for
RESTORATION OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL RULE OF LAW.
The Democracy Defined Campaign Philosophy is endorsed by an
Economics Nobel Laureate, former government advisers (U.S. & U.K.),
academics, attorneys, doctors (of jurisprudence, medicine, physiology,
psychiatry, homeopathy, philosophy) and judges (U.S. & U.K.).
ACTIVIST MEMBERS from all walks of life.
THE CAMPAIGN PHILOSOPHY is spread by its Members.

Home Page: https://www.democracydefined.org/
Media and General Enquiries: campaign@democracydefined.org
Broadsheet #6 for e-mail forwarding and colour print-out for distribution.

HOW DOES THE U.S.A. ACHIEVE CLEAN FUEL-ENERGY INDEPENDENCE?
The Democracy Defined Campaign is supported by people of the highest professional quality (see above)
who lay their professional reputation and life’s work on the line to give written endorsement support to Kenn
d’Oudney and Joanna d’Oudney’s work. Leader of the Dagga Party Jeremy Acton’s presentation of THE
REPORT, Cannabis: The Facts, Human Rights and the Law; THE REPORT (current ISBN 978-1902848303)
successfully obtained a referral to the Constitutional Court leading eventually to the Court’s legalisation of
personal cultivation and possession of cannabis for private use in South Africa. In a concurrent case, Myrtle
Clarke and Julian Stobbs, “the dagga couple,” presented THE REPORT, stating that it forms the “reasoning”
and “basis for the legal challenge” to prohibition legislation. Their charges were dropped at Magistrate’s
Court pending outcome of the constitutional challenge—subsequently successful.
THE CANNABIS BIOMASS ENERGY EQUATION is
THE PYROLYTIC REACTOR:
unprecedented. With diagrams and straightforward technical
Fractionating Column for Distillation
explanation, the CBEE proves the clean-combusting productionof Biomass to Obtain Fuel & Products.
cost-free, i.e., FREE, cannabis by-product pyrolytic CH3OH
cannabis-methanol is the immediate non-polluting, renewable, total
world replacement for fossils and uranium, whilst macro-cultivation
simultaneously significantly increases world production of staple
seed food (protein-rich; no relaxant in seed). The CBEE exposes the
monumental bankowner-corporate ulterior motive behind
fraudulent ‘prohibition’ of macro-agriculture of cannabis; a venal,
cartel-fabricated subterfuge; a false fuel-energy MONOPOLY.
Unlike the diminutive so-called ‘industrial hemp’ species,
See THE REPORT ISBN 978-1902848303
uniquely, the THC-rich Cannabis Sativa grows up to and over 15 feet (c. 5
metres) in height without fertiliser in a single season (c. 4 months), yielding
the cellulose-rich bulk wood hurds biomass of cannabis; a carbohydrate ideal
for conversion into the hydrocarbons of fuel.
Pyrolysis (pie-roll-e-siss) is the decomposing of biomass (fresh or fossil) by the
heat of anaerobic (reduced air) combustion which converts organic material into
gases and/or fuel oils. Improved by modern techniques to achieve efficient
conversion of biomass into fuel, pyrolysis is one of Mankind’s earliest
technologies, an ancient skill used in Pharaonic times to produce oleaginous
embalming fluid for mummification. The same process is used today to refine
oil. The hot ‘off-gases’ collected (see diagram) cool to condense into liquid
See THE REPORT ISBN 978-1902848303
fuels. Pyrolysis is also known as ‘thermochemical decomposition’ or ‘wood
distillation’. Cannabis Biomass is the production-cost-free substitute for
uranium, subterranean gas, and the fossilised biomass of coal and petroleum.
The U.S. has the potential to become wealthy as a net fuel-energy exporter.

THE ECONOMICS OF CANNABIS ENERGY PRODUCTION:
“Cannabis is the most economical resource to fuel and energy known to Mankind. For Mankind’s
macroeconomic requirements, energy derived from cannabis is cheaper than energy from coal, oil, natural
gas, uranium, wind and wave-power, ethanol, geo-thermal, bio-diesel and pressed-seed vegetable oils,
hydrogen-from-water electrical separation, algae-gen, etc. Cannabis-Methanol provides fuel which is
pollution-free.” Quote from The Cannabis Biomass Energy Equation in Cannabis: The Facts, Human Rights
and the Law, THE REPORT ISBN 978-1902848303
A wide variety of food and commercial products are derived from cannabis; e.g., delectable proteinrich meat-substitute staple seed food (no relaxant in seed and similar to soya), producing ‘meat-loaf’,
cereals, nut-butter, plant milk, yoghurt-curds, cold-pressed vegetable oil for cuisine; and contains the
requisite amino acids essential to effective functioning of the human immune system. Cannabis yields all
grades of natural fibre for textiles, clothing, velours, and Dresden Cotton®.
THE PRODUCTION-COST-FREE ASPECT: Cellulose-rich wood-hurd stems are a left-over bulk byproduct of crops grown for the profitable products listed above, offering virtually unlimited quantities of hurds
for production of pyrolytic cannabis-methanol fuel and lubricants for all industrial and domestic electricity
generation and transportation requirements; hurds for cellulosic polymerisation producing plastics (all types),
man-made fibres (e.g., nylon), resins, adhesives, varnish and paints; hurds proven as a superior resource to trees
for paper, newsprint and card; hurds for chipboard agglomerate templates and modern furniture materials;
hurds + quicklime for mineralised superlight concrete building-block material, see Isochanvre®
THE ALLEVIATION OF GLOBAL WARMING: Whether or not you believe in global warming,
there is NO NET INCREASE in atmospheric CO2 from using cannabis for fuel. Regarding carbon dioxide
released by combustion of cannabis methanol / cannabis fuel-oil / jet fuel, a greater quantity of carbon is reabsorbed from the atmosphere by growth of the next cannabis crops in cultivation for fuel and for: noncombusted staple food; medication; relaxant; clothing / textiles; paper, card and newsprint; buildingmaterials (Isochanvre); timber-substitutes; plastics-resource, etc.
See Chemical Equation for complete (i.e., clean) combustion of cannabis-methanol:

2CH3OH + 3O2 → 2CO2 + 4H2O.
Three molecules of oxygen (3 O2) are required for every two molecules of methanol (2 CH3OH) in
order that combustion of the latter will be complete. Any higher proportion of O2 will be an excess;
combustion will also be complete, and some unused O2 will remain1.
1 Confirmation of the cannabis-methanol chemical equation provided by Professor Norman Logan, Ph.D.,
Adviser to NASA on the Chemistry of Propellants at the time of the Apollo Moon Program, Professor of
Chemistry at Nottingham University.

Implementation of the Cannabis Biomass Energy Equation initiates an all-encompassing,
immediate stabilising influence on the ‘greenhouse effect’ of Global Warming:
1.) by reducing to zero, the world fuel-combustion component of overall carbon dioxide
atmospheric increase, and
2.) by subtracting from atmospheric CO2 whenever cannabis is utilised as resource to noncombusted products (see list in previous paragraph).
May the U.S.A’s Politicians and People set a good example and LEAD THE WORLD into a new era
of clean, cheap cannabis fuel-energy. Evidence set out by THE REPORT exposes massive ulterior motive,
perjury and venality behind faux ‘legislation’ of control (‘prohibition’). Irrefutable official expert documentary
evidence: i.e., legal, academic, scientific, technical, medical, economic, social, philosophical, criminological
evidence, and that which is based on grounds of Equity, vindicates all cultivation, trade, possession and uses.
Dereliction Of Duty: Past and continuing Failure to relegalise and implement the Cannabis Biomass Energy
Equation implicates judiciary and politicians in the criminal MONOPOLY conspiracy (racket; U.S.).
The above thesis with source material attribution, pyrolysis fuel-conversion DIAGRAMS, and ENDORSEMENTS is
in CANNABIS: THE FACTS, HUMAN RIGHTS AND THE LAW, THE REPORT ISBN 978-1902848303

https://www.democracydefined.org/ & https://www.democracydefined.org/1report.htm

Purchasing Democracy Defined books supports the Campaign.
CANNABIS: THE FACTS, HUMAN RIGHTS AND THE LAW, THE
REPORT ISBN 9781902848303, by Kenn d’Oudney, co-authored by Joanna
d’Oudney; Foreword by a Nobel laureate former Official Adviser to the U.S.
government; endorsed by a Professor of Physiology Fellow of the Royal Society,
former government Advisers (U.S. & U.K.) academics, doctors (of a variety of
disciplines) and judges (U.S. & U.K.).
Softback, 262 large-size 8½” x 11” pages. Bibliography and Index.
SRC Publishing Ltd., London, available from Amazon.com and Amazon.co.uk

IMPORTANT NOTICE
RELEGALISATION, AMNESTY AND RESTITUTION.
In South Africa, leader of the Dagga Party Jeremy Acton’s defence presentation of our
legal-medical textbook Cannabis: The Facts, Human Rights and the Law, THE REPORT
(current ISBN 978-1902848303) obtained referral to the Constitutional Court leading to that
Court’s legalisation of personal cultivation and possession of cannabis for private use. In the
concurrent case of “the dagga couple,” defendants Myrtle Clarke and Julian Stobbs presented
THE REPORT stating that it forms the “reasoning” and “basis for the legal challenge” to
prohibition legislation. Their charges were dropped at Magistrate’s Court pending outcome of
the constitutional challenge—subsequently successful.
Thus it is seen how, when presented by defendants, THE REPORT can achieve dropped
charges and relegalisation.
THE REPORT collates and presents in a formal context, exonerative clinical
documentary evidence of the expert official empirical (human use) studies conducted by
world-respected research and academic institutions, exempting Cannabis Sativa from all
criteria of legislative control (‘prohibition’).
Moreover, THE REPORT establishes that the apocryphal ‘law’ is perjurious, itself results
from venal ulterior motive, and is gravely damaging to individual and society. (See
Synopsis which follows.) This obliges administrations everywhere to pass a simple legislative
Amendment returning cannabis to its legal status before the introduction of legislative controls.

– See REVIEWS and ENDORSEMENTS on next page. –

- REVIEWS “You have done a splendid job of producing a comprehensive summary of the evidence
documenting that the prohibition of the production, sale and use of cannabis is utterly
unjustified and produces many harmful effects. Any impartial person reading your REPORT
will almost certainly end up favouring the relegalisation of cannabis.”
NOBEL LAUREATE PROFESSOR MILTON FRIEDMAN, Economics’ Adviser to U.S. government
(Reagan Administration); Author, video and TV series writer and presenter; Senior Research Fellow,
Hoover Institution on War, Revolution and Peace; Professor Emeritus, University of Chicago.

“You represent a worthy part of the fight in many countries for the logical and beneficial use of
cannabis. I thank you for that.”
PROFESSOR PATRICK D. WALL, M.D., Author; Professor of Physiology, UMDS St. Thomas's
(Teaching) Hospital, London; Fellow of the Royal Society; DM, FRCP.

“You are to be congratulated on a work well done. Very readable. It is an important REPORT
and I do hope it will be widely distributed and read.”
PROFESSOR LESTER GRINSPOON, MD, Official Adviser on Drugs to U.S. government (Clinton
Administration), Author, Professor of Psychiatry, Harvard University School of Medicine.

“The sections dealing with the rights and responsibilities of the jury are eloquent in their
defence of fundamental individual rights. The authors correctly perceive the bedrock
importance of trial by jury, and the significance of the jury’s right to judge the law itself.
I welcome the addition of this REPORT to the world’s store of important writings on the subject
of human liberty.”
DON DOIG, BSc., Author; U.S. National Coordinator, Co-founder, Fully Informed Jury Association (FIJA)
/ American Jury Institute.

“I did enjoy reading it. THE REPORT should contribute much.”
THE HON. JONATHON PORRITT, Bt., former Adviser to U.K. government on Environment; Author;
Founder, Friends of the Earth; TV series writer and presenter.

“I have just finished reading your and Joanna’s book on Cannabis. It is a masterpiece on both
drug prohibition and jury rights. Thanks to both of you for writing it.”
PROFESSOR JULIAN HEICKLEN, Jury Rights Activist; U.S. National Coordinator, Tyranny Fighters
Campaign.

“A fine document.”
U.S. JUDGE’s letter to Authors.

“THE REPORT’s thesis is sound.”
U.K. Judge’s letter to Authors.

“I am totally amazed at THE REPORT’s quality and overall goodness.”
DR. ANNE BIEZANEK, Authoress; ChB, BSc, MB, MFHom.

A Book of THE RESTORATION QUADRILOGY.
SO YOU THINK CANNABIS PROHIBITION HAS NO EFFECT UPON YOU ?
See Synopsis on next page.

SO YOU THINK CANNABIS PROHIBITION HAS NO EFFECT UPON YOU ?
THE REPORT ISBN 9781902848303: Part (chapter) Two contains the unprecedented (new)
Cannabis Biomass Energy Equation (CBEE; Modern Uses) which proves the cleancombusting production-cost-free, i.e., FREE, cannabis by-product pyrolytic CH3OH is the
immediate non-polluting, renewable, total world replacement for fossils and uranium, whilst
macro-cultivation simultaneously significantly increases world production of staple seed food
(protein-rich; no relaxant in seed). The CBEE exposes the bankowner-corporategovernment monumental ulterior motive behind fraudulent prohibition. ‘Prohibition’ is a
venal, cartel-fabricated subterfuge; a false fuel-energy MONOPOLY.
The CBEE Formulation proffers CH3OH oil-gasoline-type fuel combustion for all powerstation, industrial, land, sea and air transportation and domestic energy supply, with ZERO
net atmospheric increase of CO2. Viz. the CBEE thereby simultaneously demonstrates
governments’ mendacity in their claims to wish to reduce carbon emissions, and proves the
“eco” and “carbon taxes” to be fraudulent: a criminal government imposture completely
without foundation. The misuse of exorbitant, world-economy-depressing fossils and
uranium as ‘fuel’ is potentially catastrophic, legally and economically unjustifiable, and
requires to be prohibited forthwith.
See pyrolysis diagrams, photo, equation, etc.
Part Six of THE REPORT, PROHIBITION: THE PROGENITOR OF CRIME.
“To cause crime to occur is to be accountable for the crime, morally and legally.
To consent to any measure is to share responsibility for its results.”
Legalised, cannabis grows anywhere: the benign herb's foliage and flowers come free or at
an insignificant price, but yielding no revenues to government and no profits to
corporations. However, prohibition creates the Black Market: the Economic Effects of
Prohibition (scarcity + enforcement, etc.) augment "street" value by 3000% plus, making
all Black Market associated crime inevitable. The political commodities' prohibition, the
War on Drugs, rather that is to say, the politicians who pass and the judiciaries who
maintain the legislation engender (cause) and are culpable for a significant proportion of all
crimes (official statistics) throughout the West.
EXONERATIVE FINDINGS OF FACT: Official Empirical Research; THE REPORT
collates the medico-scientific Findings of Fact and Conclusions of the government-funded
clinical studies conducted by world-respected research and academic institutions into nontoxic, non-addictive natural herb cannabis (differentiated from pharmaceutical laboratory
toxic product THC). The investigations' empirical evidence exonerates cannabis from all
allegations of 'harm' and 'impairment' (including tests on simulated driving) exempting
cannabis from all legislative criteria of control ('prohibition'). All citizens persecuted
thereunder are due Amnesty and Restitution (as for other Wrongful Penalisation).
MEDICATION: Efficacious in over 100 adverse medical conditions (viz. Official
Pharmacopoeias) including applications which are life-saving, preserve eyesight, Curative
and/or Preventive, and with potential cheaply to replace numerous lines of lucrative but
ineffective, debilitating, addictive, toxic pharmaceuticals, rendering massive financial
government-corporate ulterior revenue and profit motive (trillions) behind apocryphal
prohibition by perjurious derogation. + Medical Case Histories.

Six Parts (chapters) include expert documentary, legal, academic, scientific, technical,
medical, economic, social, criminological, philosophical evidence, and that which is based on
grounds of Equity, vindicating all private cultivation, trade, possession and use, and which
further exposes perjury and venality behind prohibition 'legislation', all acts of enforcement
constituting crime per se.
Part Seven, RESTORATION: JUSTICE AND THE CONSTITUTION, exposes corruption,
ineptitude and injustice in the justice process; examines Law: natural law, supreme secular
legem terræ Constitutional common law, treaties, statutes; quotes presidents, judges,
lawyers and chief justices.
THE REPORT is regularly presented pre-trial by defendants to courts (judges) who
routinely forbid all Findings of Fact, evidence and defences which “dispute the legality of the
law” before the jury. The official expert evidence in THE REPORT establishes the
apocryphal, illegal nature of the legislation. THE REPORT quotes legal grounds (national
and international) which demonstrate numerous infractions of laws by the prohibition
legislation, and which show all acts of its enforcement to be crime per se. All citizens
persecuted thereunder are due Amnesty and Restitution (as for other Wrongful
Penalisation). This textbook demonstrates in the law: injustice, inequity, invalidity, adverse
effects, venal ulterior motive, perjury, fallacious derogation, and the inherent illegality of law
which creates the Black Market and engenders all associated crime.
The outcomes of this procedure of presenting THE REPORT as documentary evidence to
the judge have proved beneficial in the extreme for defendants. *Courts require
documentary evidence presented as the published textbook (not copies or e-book).
SRC Publishing Ltd., London, available from Amazon.com and Amazon.co.uk
By going to Amazon on either of the links above and clicking on ‘Look Inside’, you can check out
the Contents pages to see subject matter; and get a glimpse of the text.

~~~~~~♦~~~~~~
See next page.

Kenn d’Oudney is the author of books and essays including the following:
Kenn d’Oudney est auteur de livres et essais y compris les suivants:
Kenn d’Oudney ist Autor von Büchern und Essays einschließlich der folgenden:

FRONT COVER

New Edition augmented with an Addendum. Contains extensive Bibliography of
authoritative source books and documents on Constitution, law and history.
With Index. ISBN 978-1902848280 Softback, 310 large-size 8½” x 11” pages

BACK COVER

SYNOPSIS and REVIEWS on next page.

DEMOCRACY DEFINED: The Manifesto ISBN 978-1902848280
A Treatise for the Democracy Defined Restoration Campaign by Kenn d’Oudney.
Augmented third edition with Addendum, extensive Bibliography and Index.
Softback, 310 large-size 8½” x 11” pages.

The word ‘democracy’ is widely abused and ‘defined’ incorrectly.
This extensively researched book explains how components of
Constitutional Democracy have been suppressed by malefic statist
interventions to produce the modern decline and the Illegality of the
Status Quo. It sheds light on how democracy involves a variety of farreaching issues, including political assassinations; the Ætiology of AntiSemitism; fraudulent fractional reserve lending banking practices; and the national issuance
of interest-free currency and credit.
The historical, legal and constitutional facts and quotations in this book establish the
perennially subject and liable status of executive, legislature and judiciary to universal,
timeless secular moral and legal tenets of Equity, and to cost-free private prosecutions at
Constitutional Common Law Trial by Jury (Article Sixty-One). Exposes the fallacies of
“constitutional” statutes, groups and individuals. Indispensable reading for anyone who
wishes to uphold the West’s endangered, cherished heritage of Liberty and Equal Justice.
DEMOCRACY DEFINED: The Manifesto reveals the theoretical and practical framework
upon which the ideal human society is to be achieved: the best of all possible worlds.
SRC Publishing Ltd., London, available from Amazon.co.uk & Amazon.com
- REVIEWS OF THE ESSAYS UPON WHICH THIS BOOK IS BASED “Thank you for your excellent work on Magna Carta. What a masterly exposition.”
MAJOR JOHN GOURIET, Chairman, Defenders of the Realm; Battle for Britain Campaign supported by H.G.
the Duke of Wellington; Edward Fox, OBE, and Frederick Forsyth, CBE.

“I think it is certainly true that Keynesian economics, as put into practice, has handed the
economic power of the West to a few men who now almost totally control it. Likewise, I agree
that the trial by jury is an essential bulwark of democracy and justice against a bankers’
tyranny. I congratulate you on disseminating the above points.”
HIS HON. PATRICK S.J. CARMACK, Esq. Producer, The Money Masters video documentary.

“The d’Oudney analysis is as insightful as it is comprehensive. It will stand for years to come as
the definitive critique of the European Constitution prepared by Giscard d’Estaing and others. I
look forward to sharing the d’Oudney analysis with my colleagues.”
HOWARD PHILLIPS, Founder, U.S. Constitution Party, three-time Presidential nominee; Chairman of the
Conservative Caucus.

“Superb. Should be read in every law school.”
JOHN WALSH, Esq., Barrister-at-Law, Author; Constitutional lawyer (U.S. & Australia).

“What a magnificent article! (Madison and Democracy) I intend to incorporate parts of it into
my speeches and writings.”
PROFESSOR JULIAN HEICKLEN, Jury Rights Activist, National Coordinator, Tyranny Fighters.

“Kenn d’Oudney is a brilliant writer and researcher when it comes to Democracy and Trial by
Jury. The best source of common law is Kenn d’Oudney.”
DR. JOHN WILSON, Jury Rights Activist; Co-Founder & Chairman, Australian Common Law Party.

“Thanks, Kenn. I’ve circulated this.”
SIMON RICHARDS, Campaign Director; The Freedom Association; Founded by John Gouriet; the Viscount de
L’Isle, VC, KG, PC; Ross McWhirter and Norris McWhirter, CBE.

- MORE REVIEWS “Your book is an absolute triumph! I now understand why the term ‘Lawful Rebellion’ grates
with you. I genuinely believe that your book should be compulsory reading for every one of our
elected representatives... not to mention our own supporters! So well done! Excellent book and
a great source of reference.”
JUSTIN WALKER, Coordinator, British Constitution Group. Amazon reviewer.

“I bought a copy of your excellent book from Amazon and I am impressed by both size and
content. Frankly I haven't been able to put it down. Every home should have one and not just
every law school but every secondary school should have one in its curriculum. I particularly
enjoyed the 'Traitors to the People' chapter. The whole book is a fascinating read, well done.”
JOHN S., Swindon. (E-mail to DD.)

“I am SO pleased that I’ve read this compelling book and that I now understand the true
meaning of “Democracy.” Although it’s certainly not a novel, I found it as gripping as one. I
had trouble putting it down. DEMOCRACY DEFINED: The Manifesto has opened my
awareness dramatically.”
CAL BUCK, West Bromwich, Amazon reviewer.

“The Handbook for every person on the planet explaining True Law and Democracy.”
KENNETH JOHNS, Amazon reviewer.

“Excellent and well-written book on how the people in the so-called free world are not free.
This is the missing education they should be teaching our children in school so they become
enlightened on what’s really going on in this world.”
ROBERT JOHN MONTAGUE, Amazon reviewer.

By going to Amazon on the link and clicking on ‘Look Inside’, you can check out the four
Synoptical Reference Pages of Contents to see subject matter; and get a glimpse of the text.
SRC Publishing Ltd., London, available from Amazon.co.uk & Amazon.com
Introduction to the Democracy Defined Campaign:
The book DEMOCRACY DEFINED: The Manifesto ISBN 978-1902848280 sets out the
Educational Campaign for Restoration of government by Trial by Jury; i.e., Restoration of the
Constitutional rule of law, definitive of Democracy.
The Manifesto includes wording (6 pages) of THE RESTORATION AMENDMENT (statute):
THE POLITICAL PROGRAM FOR PATRIOTS AND INDEPENDENT CANDIDATES.
Achieving parliamentary/congressional statutory installation of The Restoration Amendment is
the object of the Democracy Defined Campaign.
http://www.democracydefined.org/
The Home Page of the not-for-profit Educational Campaign for
RESTORATION OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL RULE OF LAW.

Join the Campaign! Download and distribute
the posters and educational pamphlets.
Membership gratis.

